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Propagation characteristics of plasmaspheric hiss:
Van Allen Probe observations and global
empirical models
J. Yu1 , L. Y. Li1 , J. B. Cao1 , L. Chen2 , J. Wang1 , and J. Yang1

1School of Space and Environment, Beihang University, Beijing, China, 2Department of Physics, University of Texas at Dallas,
Richardson, Texas, USA

Abstract Based on the Van Allen Probe A observations from 1 October 2012 to 31 December 2014, we
develop two empirical models to respectively describe the hiss wave normal angle (WNA) and amplitude
variations in the Earth’s plasmasphere for different substorm activities. The long-term observations
indicate that the plasmaspheric hiss amplitudes on the dayside increase when substorm activity is
enhanced (AE index increases), and the dayside hiss amplitudes are greater than the nightside. However,
the propagation angles (WNAs) of hiss waves in most regions do not depend strongly on substorm
activity, except for the intense substorm-induced increase in WNAs in the nightside low L-region. The
propagation angles of plasmaspheric hiss increase with increasing magnetic latitude or decreasing radial
distance (L-value). The global hiss WNAs (the power-weighted averages in each grid) and amplitudes
(medians) can be well reproduced by our empirical models.

1. Introduction

Plasmaspheric hiss is a kind of structureless electromagnetic emission from 20Hz to a few kHz inside the
high-density plasmasphere or plume [Chan and Holzer, 1976; Meredith et al., 2004; Cao et al., 2005]. The
extremely low frequency (ELF) hiss waves are probably amplified through the cyclotron resonance with
anisotropic suprathermal electrons or the penetration of whistler mode chorus waves [Meredith et al.,
2004; Bortnik et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2012; Zhima et al., 2013; Li et al., 2015a]. Since whistler mode hiss
waves can scatter relativistic electrons (>0.5MeV) into the loss cone [Summers et al., 2007a, 2007b; Cao
et al., 2007; Xiao et al., 2010; L. Y. Li et al., 2008, 2013; Tu et al., 2013], they are often used to account
for the relativistic electron loss in the slot region (L ~ 2–3) [Lyons et al., 1972; Meredith et al., 2007].
Moreover, plasmaspheric hiss can also cause the slow decay of an unusual narrow ring of relativistic elec-
trons near L ~ 3.2 [Thorne et al., 2013]. In comparison with electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves [Li
et al., 2016], hiss waves can scatter more relativistic electrons at almost all pitch angles and thus promote
the electron loss when there are EMIC waves [Yu et al., 2015].

During the wave particle resonant interactions, the electron loss time scales (a few hours to tens of days)
depend on the electron energy, ambient plasma density, ambient magnetic field strength, wave amplitude,
and wave normal angle (WNA) [Meredith et al., 2007; Ni et al., 2014]. On the one hand, the pitch angle diffusion
coefficient of resonant electrons is proportional to the wave amplitude [Summers et al., 2007a, 2007b]. On the
other hand, the oblique whistler mode waves (e.g., hiss) can cause faster electron pitch angle scattering than
the parallel waves with the same amplitude [Li et al., 2014], and the WNA effect is pronounced for the low
pitch angle electrons above 1MeV [Artemyev et al., 2012; Gao et al., 2015]. Therefore, both hiss wave ampli-
tude and WNA are very important for the radiation belt modeling.

The amplitudes of global hiss waves have been extensively investigated [Meredith et al., 2004; Kim et al.,
2015; Li et al., 2015b]. Based on the Van Allen Probe observations, Spasojevic et al. [2015] established the
global empirical models of hiss wave amplitudes. Although the propagation characteristics of whistler
mode waves have also been observed by Cluster [Agapitov et al., 2013], chorus waves are distinguished
from hiss waves merely based on a frequency boundary (above or below 0.1fce, where fce is the electron
cyclotron frequency). Unfortunately, the highest frequency of hiss waves is often the same as the lowest
frequency of low-band chorus waves in most cases. As one case, the frequency overlap of hiss and chorus
waves is shown in Figure 1f. Since hiss waves and chorus waves have similar propagation and polarization
(i.e., whistler mode wave properties), we cannot distinguish them merely based on a simple frequency
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boundary instead of plasmapause location. Moreover, the propagation angle models of global hiss waves
are not established so far.

In this paper, we reinvestigate the amplitude and WNA of global hiss waves and develop the first empirical
model to describe the hiss propagation angle variation inside the plasmasphere. The hiss waves are mea-
sured by the Electric and Magnetic Field Instrument Suite and Integrated Science (EMFISIS) [Kletzing et al.,
2013] on board Van Allen Probe A, and they are strictly distinguished from chorus waves based on the spatial
relationship between wave emission region and plasmapause location. The plasmapause identification and
data process methods are introduced in section 2. The statistical results are displayed in section 3. The empiri-
cal models of global hiss waves are established in section 4. The discussions are performed in section 5, and
the conclusions are summarized in section 6.

Figure 1. (a) Power spectral density of electric field from the high-frequency receiver (HFR) on board Van Allen Probe A.
(b)Power spectral density of magnetic field from the waveform receiver (WFR). (c–e) Wave normal angle (WNA), ellipticity,
and planarity. (f) Wave frequency ranges (hiss: red dots, chorus: green dots, magnetosonic (MS) waves: blue dots). (g)
Amplitude of hiss waves. (h) The power-weighted average of hiss WNAs. fce and fcp are the electron and proton cyclotron
frequencies, respectively. fLHR is the lower hybrid resonance frequency. The vertical dash linesmark the plasmapause location.
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2. Plasmapause Identification and Data Process Methods

Van Allen Probe A was launched on 24 August 2012. Its EMFISIS instrument mainly measures wideband elec-
tromagnetic waves in Earth’s plasmasphere and outer radiation belt region, and its high-frequency receiver
(HFR) records the electric spectral intensity in the frequency range of ~10–400 kHz. Figure 1a shows the HFR
spectra measured by the Van Allen Probe A on 21 March 2014. In the HFR spectrum, the upper hybrid reso-
nance (UHR) band is the most intense [Spasojevic et al., 2015]. Although the electron plasma density can be
estimated through the UHR frequency [Kurth et al., 2015], the electron density is lacking most of the time and
thus not used to identify the plasmapause location.

The plasmapause location can be clearly identified when there are sharp jumps in UHR curves. If the UHR
curves have no sharp jump, then electrostatic electron cyclotron harmonic (ECH) waves and/or whistler mode
chorus waves can be used to distinguish the low-density plasma trough from the high-density plasmasphere.
Since ECH waves and chorus waves are usually excited outside the plasmapause [Meredith et al., 2004, 2012;
Li et al., 2015a], the satellite (Van Allen Probe A) is outside the plasmapause when it observes intense ECH
waves and/or whistler mode chorus waves. The power spectrum density (PSD) of chorus waves has a deep
gap around 0.5fce (the electron cyclotron frequency fce = eB/(2πmec)), and their frequency (fcw ~ 0.1–0.8 fce)
has significantly altitudinal (L or B) variation. However, the frequency of plasmaspheric hiss
(fhw ~ 0.02–4 kHz) has no altitudinal (L or B) dependence, and their PSD has also no regular gap. The hiss
waves merely exist inside the high-density plasmasphere/plume (e.g., in the first Radiation Belt Storm
Probes pass region in Figure 1a). Moreover, the frequency of UHR inside the plasmapause is also much higher
than that outside the plasmapause, owing to the larger B and higher plasma density inside the plasmasphere.

Based on the plasmapause location and the wave properties, we can sort out the hiss waves from the chorus
waves. Figures 1b–1e show the PSD (BPSD) of magnetic field and the characteristic parameters (WNA, ellipti-
city, and planarity) of waves (~0.01–12 kHz). TheWNA, ellipticity, and planarity are from the Level 2 data set of
the waveform receiver (WFR) integrated in EMFISIS [Kletzing et al., 2013], and they are calculated through the
singular value decomposition method [Santolík et al., 2003]. Inside the plasmapause, the ELF electromagnetic
waves (~0.02–1 kHz) are identified as plasmaspheric hiss when they have a planarity greater than 0.2 and an
ellipticity greater than 0.7 [Li et al., 2015b]. Although whistler mode chorus waves (~0.1–0.8fce) have also a
large planarity (>0.2) and ellipticity (>0.7), they mainly exist outside the plasmapause [Li et al., 2015a].
Unlike the hiss and chorus waves, magnetosonic (MS) waves can exist either inside the plasmasphere or
outside the plasmapause and their propagation is highly oblique (WNA> 80°) and their polarized ellipticity
is linear (between ±0.2) [Ma et al., 2016]. The frequency of MS waves is between proton gyrofrequency
(fcp) and lower hybrid resonance frequency (fLHR).

In Figure 1f, the green, red, and blue dots show the frequency ranges of three kinds of waves, respectively. In
most cases, whistler mode hiss waves and chorus waves can have similar WNA (Figure 1c), similar ellipticity
(Figure 1d), similar planarity (Figure 1e), and the same frequency (Figure 1f). Therefore, we can distinguish
them according to the spatial relationship between wave emission region and plasmapause location. At each
sample time (i), the hiss wave amplitude (Bwi) is a function of its PSD (BPSD(f)) at each frequency (f) and

B2wi ¼ ∫
fmax

fmin
BPSD fð Þdf ij (1)

where fmax and fmin are the maximum and minimum frequencies of the measured hiss waves, respectively.
Figure 1g displays the hiss wave amplitudes (Bw= Bwi) at a different time. The weak wave powers
(BPSD< 10�9 nT2/Hz) are comparable to the noise level (displayed in Figure 1b), and they are ignored in
our calculations.

Since the larger power hiss waves can cause faster electron pitch angle diffusion and loss, the wave normal
angle of the larger power waves is significant for the radiation belt electron dynamics. At each sample time (i),
the wave normal angle (WNAi) is a weighted average by the wave power and

WNAi ¼
∫
fmax

fmin
WNA fð ÞBPSD fð Þdf ij
∫
fmax

fmin
BPSD fð Þdf ij

(2)

Figure 1h displays the power-weighted WNA (=WNAi) of hiss waves measured at each sample time.
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Based on the wave parameters measured by Van Allen Probe A, we obtained the amplitude and WNA of
global hiss waves during the 26months from 1 October 2012 to 31 December 2014. Previous studies
indicate that intense substorm activity can inject anisotropic suprathermal electrons and excite whistler
mode chorus waves [W. Li et al., 2008], and whistler mode hiss waves can be amplified through the
cyclotron resonance with anisotropic suprathermal electrons [Meredith et al., 2004; Chen et al., 2012] or
the penetration of chorus waves [Bortnik et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2012; Li et al., 2015a]. Consequently,
the amplitudes of hiss and chorus waves are largely substorm dependent [Meredith et al., 2004, 2012;
Li et al., 2015b]. Here we adopt AE index as a proxy of substorm intensity [Li et al., 2009]. AE< 100 nT
for quiet times or weak substorms, 100 ≤AE< 300 nT for moderate substorms, and AE ≥ 300 nT for
intense substorms.

To obtain the substorm-dependent hiss variation, the hiss wave amplitude and WNA are chosen for different
AE levels, and then the chosen hiss data are put into each bin (L ~ 0.2, MLT ~ 1.0 h, and MLAT~ 2.0°, where
MLT is magnetic local time and MLAT is magnetic latitude). In each bin with sample numbers (n), the median
(Bw) of the hiss wave amplitudes can reflect the hiss wave intensity and the power-weighted average
<WNA> of hiss WNAs is calculated through

WNAh i ¼ ∑ni¼1∫
fmax

fmin
WNA fð ÞBPSD fð Þdf ij

∑ni¼1∫
fmax

fmin
BPSD fð Þdf ij

(3)

3. Statistical Results

Figure 2 shows the global (L-MLT) distributions of hiss wave amplitudes (median Bw) and WNAs (i.e., the
power-weighted average <WNA>) during different-intensity substorm (AE) activities. The small disk-like
panels show statistical sample numbers in each bin. During quiet times or weak substorm activity
(AE< 100 nT), there are still intense hiss waves (20 pT ≤ Bw ≤ 40 pT) inside the dayside plasmasphere
(MLT~ 08:00–18:00) and the dayside hiss amplitudes are larger than those on the nightside (Figures 2a
and 2g). However, the MLT distribution of hiss WNAs is relatively uniform (Figures 2d and 2j). The WNAs of
hiss waves have significant latitudinal and radial variations. The equatorial hiss WNAs (|MLAT| ≤ 10°) are less
than or equal to 30° (Figure 2d), whereas the midlatitude hiss WNAs (|MLAT|> 10°) are mostly larger than
30° in the plasmaspheric region of L ≤ 5 (Figure 2j). At different MLTs, the hiss WNAs tend to increase with
decreasing radial distance (i.e., the decreasing L-value).

During the moderate and intense substorm activities (100 ≤AE< 300 nT and AE ≥ 300 nT), the hiss wave
amplitudes increase remarkably on the dawnside and entire dayside (30 pT ≤ Bw ≤ 100 pT in the range of
MLT~ 05:00–17:00 in Figures 2b, 2c, 2h, and 2i), indicating that the enhanced substorm activities cause
the amplifications of the dawnside and dayside hiss waves. However, the intense substorm activities
(i.e., the increasing AE) do not effectively change the hiss wave amplitudes on the nightside
(MLT~ 18:00–04:00). Consequently, the day-night asymmetry of hiss wave amplitudes becomes more pro-
minent during intense substorm activities (i.e., high AE). The substorm dependent variation of hiss wave
amplitudes is consistent with previous statistical results [Meredith et al., 2004; Li et al., 2015b].
Interestingly, during quiet times, the hiss wave amplitudes are the largest in the sector from noon to
afternoon (indicated by Figures 2a and 2g), whereas during active times, their amplitudes are the largest
in the sector from dawn and noon (indicated by Figures 2b, 2c, 2h, and 2i).

However, the WNAs of plasmaspheric hiss have little dependence on substorm activity (AE) in most
regions. The intense substorm activities (AE ≥ 300 nT) mainly lead to the increase of hiss WNAs in the
nightside low L-region (MLT~ 22:00–02:00 and L ≤ 4 in Figures 2f and 2l). During different substorm inten-
sities, the equatorial hiss WNAs (|MLAT| ≤ 10° in Figures 2d–2f) are still less than those at midlatitudes
(|MLAT|> 10° in Figures 2j–2l). The remarkable latitudinal variation of hiss WNAs suggests that the hiss
waves gradually become oblique when they propagate from the equatorial region to the
middle/high latitudes.

Since the statistical samples of the hiss wave amplitudes in each bin satisfy a power law distribution
rather than a normal distribution, a small number of outliers can heavily influence the standard
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deviation. However, the deviations of a small number of outliers are irrelevant in the median absolute
deviation (MAD), as explanations in the Web (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Median_absolute_deviation).
Thus, the MAD is a more robust estimator of the statistical dispersion of the wave amplitude median
(Bw) in the non-normal distributed samples. According to the MAD definition [Hampel, 1974], the MAD
(ΔBw) of the hiss wave amplitudes in each bin can be expressed as

ΔBw ¼ median Bwi �median Bwið Þj jð Þ (4)

Unlike the median amplitude of hiss waves, its wave normal angle (WNA) is a power-weighted average
(WNA) in each bin. Therefore, the power-weighted standard deviation (ΔWNA) is used to indicate the
quality of WNA and

ΔWNA ¼ ∑ni¼1

∫
fmax

fmin
BPSD fð Þdf ji

∑ni¼1∫
fmax

fmin
BPSD fð Þdf ji

WNAi �WNAð Þ2
0
B@

1
CA

1
2

(5)

ΔBw and ΔWNA are displayed in Figure 3. Like the strong substorm dependence of hiss wave ampli-
tudes (Bw), the MAD (ΔBw) of the hiss wave amplitudes also increases with increasing AE, especially on

Figure 2. The global (L-MLT) distributions of hiss wave amplitudes (median Bw) and wave normal angles (WNA is the
power-weighted average) during different substorm activities (AE).
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the dayside (indicated by Figures 3a–3c or 3g–3i). However, ΔBw is smaller than Bw under different AE
indices, indicating that the statistical median amplitude (Bw) can well reflect the typical amplitude of
hiss waves during different substorm activities. Moreover, the standard deviation (ΔWNA) of global
hiss WNAs is also very small under different AE indices. The relatively constant ΔWNA indicate that
the spatial distribution of statistical hiss WNAs is reliable, and the substorm influence on hiss WNAs
is ignorable in most regions.

In different MLT ranges, the latitudinal distribution of hiss WNAs is also almost independent of substorm
activity. Figure 4 shows the latitudinal distribution of hiss WNAs under different AE indices. From the equator-
ial region (|MLAT| ≤ 10°) to the midlatitudes (10°< |MLAT| ≤ 20°), the hiss WNAs increase from 20° to 50°. The
latitudinal variation of the observed hiss WNAs can be reproduced through the ray tracing method [Chen
et al., 2012]. Figure 5 shows modeled WNA distribution in the prenoon meridional plane with a fixed plasma-
pause at L = 4.5. Since the plasma densities used in the model cannot completely match with the real plasma
environment during the wave observations, there are also small differences between the observed hiss WNAs
and the ray-traced results. However, the observed and ray-traced hiss WNAs have similar latitudinal variation
tendency, suggesting that the latitudinal variation of the hiss WNAs is probably due to the propagation of
waves from the equatorial source region.

Figure 3. The median absolute deviation (ΔBw) of hiss wave amplitudes and the standard deviation (ΔWNA) of hiss wave
normal angles.
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4. Empirical Models

Although the global empirical models of
hiss wave amplitudes have been estab-
lished as a function of Kp index, L, MLT,
and MLAT [Spasojevic et al., 2015], the
MLAT variation of the wave magnetic
field is so small that its latitudinal varia-
tion isnegligible in the low-latitude range
of MLAT< 20°, as indicated by our statis-
tical results (Figure 2). Moreover, the hiss
wave amplitudes depend strongly on
the intensity of substorm activity (AE or
AL) [Li et al., 2015b]. Therefore, we
develop a modified empirical model
based on the parameters AE, MLT, and L.
The hiss wave amplitude (Bw(AE, L, MLT))
is expressed as

Figure 5. Modeled power-weighted wave normal angles in the meridio-
nal plane.

Figure 4. The L-MLAT distribution of hiss wave normal angles (WNAs) during different substorm activities (AE).
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Bw AE; L; MLTð Þ ¼ a
0
0 þ a

0
1AE þ a

0
2AE

2
� �

� b
0
0 sin

2 α=2ð Þ þ b
0
1

h i

� c
0
0 þ c

0
1Lþ c

0
2L

2 þ c
0
3L

3
� �

(6)

where α ¼ MLT� 360
24 ¼ 15�MLT and the maximum

L-value corresponds to the plasmapause location;
other fitting coefficients are shown in Table 1.

Figures 6a–6c show the observed (red circles) and
fitted (curve) values of hiss amplitudes as a function of L, MLT, and AE, respectively. The hiss wave amplitudes
are the largest in the dayside low L-region (2 ≤ L ≤ 4 and 06:00 ≤MLT ≤ 18:00). This is consistent with the sta-
tistical results of Spasojevic et al. [2015]. Furthermore, the global (L-MLT-MLAT) averaged hiss wave amplitude
increases with increasing AE.

Besides the wave amplitude influence, the electron pitch angle diffusion coefficient also depends on hiss
WNAs during the wave particle resonance [Artemyev et al., 2012; Gao et al., 2015]. Since the small
substorm-dependent variation of the hiss WNAs is ignorable in comparison with their large latitudinal varia-
tion, the spatial distributionmodel of global hiss propagation angles (WNAs) can be simplified as a function of
spatial location (L, MLT, and MLAT) and

tan WNA MLAT;MLT; Lð Þð Þ
¼ a0 þ a1MLATþ a2MLAT2

� �� b0cos 2αð Þ þ b1½ �
� c0 þ c1Lþ c2L2 þ c3L3
� � (7)

where α is the same as that in equation (4) and the maximum L-value also corresponds to the plasmapause
location; other fitting coefficients are shown in Table 2.

Figures 6d–6f show the observed (red circles) and fitted (curve) distributions of hiss WNAs as function of L,
MLT, and MLAT, respectively. The hiss WNAs decrease with increasing L-value or decreasing MLAT, but their

Table 1. Fitted Coefficients of Global Hiss Wave
Amplitudes

a’0 a’1 a’2
11.7645 0.0221676 �2.33558e�005

b’0 b’1
0.9804 0.5098

c’0 c’1 c’2 c’3
�0.903178 1.43713 �0.323061 0.0219297

Figure 6. The observed (red circles) and fitted (curve) distributions of hiss amplitudes (Bw) and wave normal angles (WNAs).
(a and b) The L and MLT distributions of hiss wave amplitude medians. (c) Hiss wave amplitude medians as a function of AE
index. (d–f) The L, MLT, and MLAT distributions of hiss wave normal angles (WNAs).
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MLT variation is very small. The weak MLT variation of
the hiss WNAs is also indicated by Figure 7. In
Figure 7, the left and middle panels display the
observed (WNAstat) and fitted (WNAfit) hiss WNA dis-
tributions in the L-MLAT space and the right panels
show their relative errors ((WNAstat�WNAfit)/
WNAstat × 100%). The fitted hiss WNAs (WNAfit) can
well reproduce the averages (WNAstat) of the

observed values in each grid, and their relative errors are less than 20% in most regions. The small relative
errors indicate that the fitted equation (7) is reliable. The empirical equation (7) mainly reflects the spatial dis-
tribution of global hiss WNAs during relatively weak substorm activity (e.g., AE< 300 nT). However, the WNAs
of the nightside hiss waves are probably changed during intense substorm activity (e.g., AE ≥ 300 nT).

5. Discussions

For the first time, we developed a global empirical model (equation (7)) to describe hiss propagation angle
variations in the inner magnetosphere (2 ≤ L ≤ 6, 0 ≤MLT ≤ 24, and |MLAT| ≤ 20°). Previous studies just use a
Gaussian distribution to fit the wave normal angle range at a fixed spatial location [Glauert and Horne,

Table 2. Fitted Coefficients of Global Hiss Wave
Normal Angles

a0 a1 a2
0.4779676 0.0037322 0.0015021
b0 b1
0.137931 1.00000
c0 c1 c2 c3
0.3118320 0.7313696 �0.1760104 0.01016921

Figure 7. The power-weighted averages (WNAstat) of the satellite observed hiss wave normal angles in each L-MLAT grid,
the fitted WNAs (WNAfit), and their relative errors ((WNAstat�WNAfit)/WNAstat × 100%).
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2005]. However, the Gaussian distribution cannot reflect the spatial variation of hiss propagation angles
(WNAs). Our statistical results indicate that the hiss waves have different peak angles (Xm= tan(WNA), where
WNA~ 10°–60° in Figure 2) at different locations, but their standard deviations are relatively invariant
(Xw= tan(ΔWNA ), where ΔWNA ≤ 30o in Figure 3). These results are useful to determine different Gaussian
distributions at different spatial locations.

Van Allen Probe A observations (Figure 2) indicate that plasmaspheric hiss can exist in a wide L-range (L ~ 2–6)
on the dayside during different-intensity substorm activities, but the hiss waves are lacking in the nightside
high L-region (L> 5) during intense substorm activity (AE ≥ 300 nT). These results are similar to the statistical
results of Li et al. [2015b]. Previous observations and simulations indicate that the dayside
plasmasphere/plume (i.e., the hiss emission region) can exist at high L-shells (e.g., L ~ 6) under different geo-
magnetic conditions [Jordanova et al., 2007]. Since the irregular structure (plume) of the dayside plasma-
sphere can appear at high L-shells at different MLTs during active times, the statistical averaged L-value
range of the dayside hiss emission region has no evident substorm (AE) dependence. However, the enhanced
geomagnetic activities can cause the earthward movement of the nightside plasmapause (Lpp ~ 4–5 during
the shrinkage of plasmasphere) [Jordanova et al., 2007]. Thus, there is no hiss wave in the nightside high
L-region (L> 5) outside the plasmapause during intense substorm activity (AE ≥ 300 nT). Interestingly, the
enhanced substorm activity causes the hiss WNA enlargement in the nightside low L-region (2 ≤ L ≤ 4 and
21:00 ≤MLT≤ 03:00), suggesting that the hiss waves in the nightside low L-region probably originate from
the penetration of chorus waves from the high L-region. This is consistent with the observation result of Li
et al. [2015a].

However, the enhanced substorm activity (the increasing AE) does not effectively change the hiss WNAs on
the dayside (MLT~ 06:00–18:00); it mainly leads to the amplification of the dayside hiss amplitudes. The rela-
tively stable hiss WNAs on the dayside suggest that the dayside hiss waves probably originate from multiple
sources, such as the combined hiss amplifications through the cyclotron resonance with anisotropic
suprathermal electrons and the penetration of chorus waves [Chen et al., 2012].

6. Summary and Conclusions

By processing the wave data measured by the EMFISIS instrument on board Van Allen Probe A, we obtain the
spatial distributions of hiss wave amplitudes and wave normal angles (WNAs) during different-intensity
substorm activities. The hiss wave amplitudes have a day-night asymmetry and a strong dependence on
substorm activity. The amplitudes of the dayside hiss waves increase when substorm activity is enhanced
(AE increases), and the dayside hiss amplitudes are greater than the nightside. However, the propagation
angles (WNAs) of hiss waves in most regions have no strong dependence on substorm activity. The intense
substorm activity (AE ≥ 300 nT) merely causes the hiss WNA enlargement in the nightside low L-region
(MLT~ 22:00–02:00 and L ≤ 4).

During different-intensity substorm activities, the propagation angles of hiss waves display significantly lati-
tudinal and radial variations. The equatorial hiss WNAs (|MLAT| ≤ 10°) are generally less than or equal to 30°,
whereas the midlatitude hiss WNAs (|MLAT|> 10°) are mostly greater than 30° in the plasmaspheric region of
L ≤ 5. At different MLTs, the hiss WNAs tend to increase with decreasing radial distance (i.e., the decreasing
L-value). The spatial distribution of hiss WNAs is consistent with the ray tracing result of hiss propagation pro-
cess. The spatial variation of hiss WNAs is probably due to the wave propagation or different sources.

Based on the Van Allen Probe observations, we develop the first empirical model to describe the hiss propa-
gation angle variations inside the plasmasphere (2 ≤ L ≤ 6, 0 ≤MLT≤ 24, and |MLAT| ≤ 20°). The fitted hiss
WNAs can well reproduce the averages of the observed values in each grid, and their relative errors are less
than 20% in most regions. Meanwhile, we also develop another empirical model to describe the global hiss
wave amplitude variations during different-intensity substorm activities.
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